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Dennis Henry was born in Kingston 12 Jamaica on March 5, 1958.

He was educated in Jamaica.

Dennis was an honorable man of principle. He moved to the United
States in August of 1981. He kept a keen eye on the task at hand. In
1984 he relocated to Paterson, New Jersey where he spent the
remainder of his years.

Dennis entered into eternal rest on Thursday, March 3, 2011.

Dennis was a father figure for many yet few actually even knew the
actual amount of those whom called him Dad. Truly a man of
ambition Bubba always made sure to be a step ahead of the trials and
tribulations life threw at him working respectfully at Givaudan Rourke.

He is survived by: his children, one brother; and a host of other
relatives and friends.

In order to live a life without chaos nor pain which he found himself in

Dad
Many poems have been written to explain,
How a mother’s love can soothe the pain.

But little has been said about a Father’s concern,
So...now....I think it must be his turn.

A father’s love for his off-spring,
Is just like that of a solid gold ring.

No matter what, it is unending,
Never braking; though...sometimes bending.

His love is as strong as a mother’s; although...
Due to his personality, it sometimes doesn’t show.

There is no question of how strong...
Or of its lasting...however long.

So...no matter if his child is good or bad,
There is no Love stronger, then that of a DAD.
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East Ridgelawn Cemetery

Clifton, New Jersey
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The time comes when those whom
 we have loved the longest and the best

will travel far ahead into a place of joy and rest...
And we must walk a lonely path

 through shadows for a while without
a certain kindred voice, a dear, familiar smile-

Yet each day brings us nearer to horizons yet unknown and
even when the way is dark, we never walk alone,

For memories travel with us toward the happy destination
where we will join our loved ones in eternal celebration.

w w w . h o n o r y o u . c o m

The family acknowledges with deep appreciation all acts of
kindness extended to them during this bereavement hour.
God bless you for all your thoughtfulness and concern.

To send online condolences, visit www.braggfuneralhome.com
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